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Innovative evaluation method
Movares has developed a generic real time
evaluation method to determine the effect of
continuous and transient interference currents
on LF Track Circuits. The method is based on
a generic method to model the Track Circuit as
well as the corresponding Track Relay. The
Track Circuit model and the Track Relay model
reflect the transfer function of the line current
from the train to the Track Relay. The
evaluation method shows in a quantitative
manner whether the measured emissions
generated by the train under test will lead to
electromagnetic compatibility or not.
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The next three graphs show:
• The RS line current as function of time
• The effect of the transient on the Track Relay in an occupied track. The upper line reflects the TR vane angle (42 deg Relay
up, 0 deg Relay off). The dashed lines indicate the vane angles where front/back contacts close/open.
• The effect of the transient on the Track Relay when the track is not occupied. The dashed lines indicate the opening/closing
of front/back contacts.
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